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Abstract 

In order to allow the realization of today’s functionalities, automotive electric/electronic-

architectures (e/e-architecture) have changed from an aggregation of isolated systems to fully 

interconnected networks. In parallel, the number of ECUs in passenger cars rose to 70 or even 

80. The future is going to see a melt of system boundaries, when even more functionalities 

which link several systems together, are to be integrated. Coping with complexity will be even 

more important. Still, costs remain the main driver in the development of e/e-architectures. At 

Robert Bosch GmbH, a method based on graph theory was developed for the design and the 

assessment of e/e-architectures. It enables systematic analyses and gives indications for the 

structural design of architectures under development. In this paper, the method will be pre-

sented. The partitioning and mapping of software components of a predictive evasion function 

is used as an example. The method has been applied to several projects. Different architectural 

approaches for the chassis domain were assessed. One major result is a deduction of a hierar-

chical structure with centralized and scalable domain control units that will be presented at the 

end of this paper. 

Introduction 

With the evolution of mechatronic systems, more and more functions for improving safety, 

environmental protection, comfort and agility are being introduced in modern automobiles. 

Today, in state of the art automobiles most of them are controlled by software that is running 

on electronic control units (ECU). Multiplexing bus systems have replaced many wires and 

made a manifold of signals available to all functions. By 2010, up to 90% of innovations in the 

automotive sector will be realized in electrics/electronics (1) and e/e will account for 30% of a 

car’s value by 2015 (2). 

Software and bus systems along with the increasing power of microcontrollers allow for a 

higher integration. Systems boundaries are being melted. Original equipment manufacturers 

(OEM’s) are given the opportunity to allocate and rearrange software components to the ECUs 

according to their needs. The new software standard AUTOSAR (3) is especially designed to 

support the reuse of software and the reallocation of software components. 

Today’s technology also enables a new type of function: high-level networking functions com-

bine existing systems in order to create all-new functions. One example is a predicting evasion 

function that is being researched by Robert Bosch GmbH’s program of CAPS – Combined 

Active & Passive Safety®. As shown in Figure 1, it receives information from existing radar 

and/or video systems and uses the electric power steering (EPS) in order to guide the driver in 

emergency situations. It can also modulate the brake pressure for optimum steering maneuvers. 

Characteristically, such functions are no longer bound to a specific system or ECU, but make 

advantage of existing ones. In many cases, the functions can even be adapted to different 

equipment scenarios. In example, the evasion can also work with alternative sensor concepts. 

Depending on the OEM the application software can be hosted by any ECU and hardware 

components needn’t be manufactured by one single supplier. 
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Figure 1: example of an unbound networking function 

 

In addition, these trends are driven by a rising pressure on cost (2) and development efficiency. 

Along with the integration of new functions, finding an optimum for the structuring of the 

complete e/e-architecture is key factor to a successful vehicle concept. For systems design and 

architecture development, a wide exploration space is to be assessed in order to find a concept 

that is ideal in saving cost while sustaining quality. Coping with the amount of information and 

the complexity of an automobile’s complete electric, electronic and software infrastructure 

requires new methods for systems design and architecture assessment (4). 

Automotive system structures  

Many systems of today’s world are linked together to either do information exchange or inter-

action between components of a system to provide different functionality. Examples are the 

communication business or the supply chain of merchandise. The topologies of such systems 

are structured in different ways in order to fit best for fulfilling functional and non-functional 

requirements. For the automotive world the key characteristics are high volume production, 

limited space and weight for components, adverse ambient conditions, highest functional 

safety, reliability, robustness and quality targets on a low maintenance base and energy and 

fuel economic. 

For vehicle electronics, the electric/electronic system can be divided into five domains, corre-

sponding to similar functional tasks: • body • infotainment • power train • passive safety • chassis 

Within a domain, systems and functions are related closely to each other and linked together 

and represent a vertical organization of the system. If functions are spanning over domain 

boundaries, structuring is getting more complex. 



  

An alternative way of partitioning is to divide functions by their tasks and represent a horizon-

tal organization of the system: 

• Low-level functions such as the generic assistance torque controller of an electric 

power steering (EPS) are closely linked to control specific hardware components. 

• High-level functions e.g. networking functions like an evasion assist, make use of 

several low-level functions (so called support functions) on one or different ECU’s. 

This defines logical abstraction layers and leads to a hierarchical function structure that can be 

paralleled in hardware. If an ECU controls external components, a centralized structure is 

realized. Control can be shifted to external components until they are coordinated or com-

manded by a central instance, but decide by themselves. Thus, a decentralized structure is 

implemented. Accordingly, intelligent components, e.g. sensors and actuators with build in 

electronics, are in charge of their own low-level control. On the other side, electronics and 

control can be included in a separated ECU with sensors and actuators as peripherals. 

Different models for the networking topology offer a range of structures from strictly hierar-

chical to “all-flat” and allow for any combination that would fit best. 

The final e/e-architecture of a car is a combination of the above shown structuring approaches. 

Car manufacturers (OEM) are optimizing it for best fitting to functional and non-functional 

requirements and every car manufacturer has different priorities and constraints. 

At Bosch a method was developed to support the top-down design by dividing the systems and 

finding well-suited mappings of functions on ECUs. 

E/E-Architecture design method 

The decision for a specific architectural design is being influenced by many factors. Some can 

be described as dependencies of parts of the e/e-architecture, such as the communication be-

tween functional building blocks. The analysis of such dependencies gives indications for the 

design of a suitable concept. 

The method consists of the following steps: 

STEP 1: Separation of parts 

The e/e-architecture is being split-up in its parts. The parts are being separated into different 

categories, e.g. software components/functional building blocks, ECUs. 

STEP 2: Identification (quantification) of dependencies 

The relationships between parts are identified and, if possible, quantified for its magnitude. 

Relationships can exist between parts of the same or of different categories. More than one 

relationship can exist between two parts. Different dependencies (types of relationship) are 

kept strictly separated from each other. 

STEP 3: Analysis of dependencies 

The analysis is based on methods of graph theory. Parts are considered as nodes, also declared 

as architectural building blocks. The magnitude of relationship is weighting edges. Each de-

pendency forms a graph of its own. In addition, graphs can be combined in superposition in 

order to show a completely weighted result. 
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STEP 4: Clustering of parts 

With algorithms of graph theory, clusters of parts, that are more tightly related to each other, 

are being derived. The clusters give indication for the structuring of the e/e-architecture. 

The ideal granularity level of separation of parts has not yet been finalized. A block that is not 

separated into parts can be considered as a pre-defined cluster. Therefore, it is expected, that – 

in case of future hierarchical decompositions – similar results can be achieved. The method 

assumes, that the types of dependencies have already been defined in advance. For the super-

position, the meta-dependencies are being used that represent weighted relationships between 

dependencies. Meta-relationships are pre-defined and fixed. They do not vary with the archi-

tecture that is to be designed and therefore needn’t be analysed during the design process. 

Example application 

In this section, the integration approach of the above described predictive evasion function into 

a future architecture design will be shown. It is a simplified example of an architectural design 

problem in order to illustrate the design method. Also, from a catalogue of dependencies that is 

currently being established at Robert Bosch GmbH only three dependencies will be consid-

ered: 

• Communication (bandwidth) 

• Geometric constraints (distances for the length of wires) 

• Power distribution (energy transfer) 

The use of algorithms of graph theory in this example is reduced to the principle of gravity 

(nodes repulse each other unless they are attracted by edges). The weights of the edges are 

shown as their lengths within graphical illustration. The tighter a relationship is, the closer its 

nodes are depicted. Graphical demonstration is an especially useful feature as clusters can be 

seen easily.  

The work with graph theory during the analysis and clustering is supported by a software tool. 

We have chosen LOOMEO (5) of TESEON GmbH, Munich. It provides tables for input and 

administration of relationships and dependencies. Several algorithms of graph theory are pro-

vided. For good interpretation of the results the graphical illustrations of graphs as shown in 

this example is very useful. 

In the first step, the evasion function is separated into its parts as shown in Figure 2. The cate-

gories are functional control (software components), hardware (sensors and actuators) and 

localities. Each kind of relationship between those building blocks is treated separately and 

labeled for its kind. In the example of the evasion function signal bandwidth, distance and 

energy transfer are labeled separately. For reduced size and complexity, Figure 2 doesn’t show 

underlying low-level functions, even though they can be seen as nodes in the graphical illustra-

tions. 



  

 

Figure 2: example for separation of parts 

 

Figure 3 shows the dependency of communication as a graph. The illustration is based on the 

principle of gravity. The length of the edges and the distance of the nodes represent the 

strength of the signal transfer relationship between the architectural building blocks. The color 

of the edges also depends on the strength: Thresholds can be set that mark any strength of 

interest. Parts that do not have communication relationship are not shown in this graph. 

 

Figure 3: graphical analysis of communication 
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The geometrical constraints are displayed as another graph (Figure 4). Here, the length and the 

color of the edges between the parts represent the geometrical distances (strength of the geo-

metrical relationship) between relevant parts. Parts without edges (e.g. functional building 

blocks) do not qualify for geometrical relationship and therefore have no such dependency. 

 

Figure 4: graphical analysis of geometrical constraints 

 

In the same manner, the dependency of power distribution is displayed as a graph. From Figure 

5 one can easily see, that the evasion function is mainly controlled by software (compares to 

functional building blocks) and with signals that are transmitted on bus systems. The energy 

transfer is reduced to only one edge. 

 

 

Figure 5: graphical analysis of energy transfer 



  

Figure 6 shows the superposition of the dependencies of communication, geometrical con-

straints and energy transfer in one graph. Now, the length and the color of the edges represent 

the strength of the relationship between the parts that are the result of the combination of all 

three dependencies. The result of the investigation reveals a grouping of the parts into seven 

clusters. 

Figure 6 shows a grouping of video and radar sensor parts (clusters #1, #2) together with their 

signal processing functions. The clusters are driven by the required high bandwidth (communi-

cation) and the best position for the sensors (wind-shield and front bumper). Clusters #3 and 

#4 are driven by similar reasons. Whereas clusters #5 and #6 bring actuator parts together with 

their control functions for the low-level control of basic functionalities of the actuator. The 

positions of these parts are as close as possible to the mechanical actuator in order to minimize 

loss of power. In this example, the method indicates that the parts within each of these clusters 

should be set up as one intelligent hardware component with microcontrollers of different sizes 

for the software components (functional integration). 

 

 

Figure 6: superposition of dependencies and clustering of related parts 
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Cluster #7 collects three parts that stand aside by themselves, not having as tight dependencies 

as the parts of the other clusters. Potential targets for their mappings are not as obvious as it is 

for other functional building blocks. In this example, only three dependencies were used. Ad-

ditional ones will give more obvious indications and will support the definition of the architec-

tural structure. 
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Design and assessment results 

The presented method has been applied in several projects in order to derive systematic sug-

gestions for e/e-architectures. One of the projects is shown as a simplified example above 

which also demonstrates the plausibility of the method. The clusters suggest a structure with 

intelligent sensors for radar/video processing and for the inertial and steering sensing as well 

as with intelligent actuation for braking and steering. 

The above is also an example for what was found in several analyses. There are two different 

types of clusters: fixed (clusters #1-#6) and unbound (cluster #7) in respect to the location in 

the car. These types reflect the split-up into low-level control functions that are most likely 

seen as fixed and unbound high-level networking functions. Unbound parts can either be com-

bined with others in intelligent sensors/actuators at a fixed location or can constitute a separate 

ECU. The latter transfers the hierarchical function structure into a hierarchical hardware archi-

tecture with central control units. 

However, additional hardware is expensive. According to Figure 6, cluster #3 is a smaller one 

that is clearly apart of the others. State of the art architectures use a sensor cluster of inertial 

sensors in the centre of gravity that is connected to the ESP via CAN. Thus, the geometrical 

integration of the parts of cluster #7 within cluster #3 will give synergies. This results in an 

extension of the sensor cluster towards a central ECU that provides with additional computa-

tional power. It hosts high-level networking functions that control the functionality of a do-

main (here: of the chassis domain). It also allows for the cost efficient integration of the iner-

tial sensor signal processing with run-time checks and monitoring which is currently mapped 

on the ECU of the ESP. 
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Figure 7: domain control unit as an example for a centralized ECU 

 

Such a centralized domain control unit (DCU) could look like the example that is shown in 

Figure 7. As consequence of the investigation and transferring the results to other domains, a 

hierarchical topology of the overall e/e-architecture with one central ECU per domain would 

result (example shown in Figure 8). 
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Figure 8: resulting network topology 

 

The example of the evasion function demonstrates the method on a smaller project. More com-

plex projects account for a much higher amount of information and the number of parts (and 

nodes) is supposed to rise up to several hundred when complete architectures are to be ana-

lysed. Thus, besides the increasing effort, the complexity of data input and handling rises as 

well. Even for partial analyses of e/e-architectures conventional methods (e.g. matrices) show 

to be ineffective and error-prone. Another tool for modelling of e/e-architectures and input 

data is necessary. This is addressed in (6). 

Conclusion 

In this paper, a method for the systematic design and assessment of e/e-architectures by appli-

cation of graph theory is presented. The method provides a good indication on how to structure 

an e/e-architecture. It is an early design step in order to limit the exploration space that is being 

spanned by available options. Therefore, the analysis provides the advantage of fast deriva-

tions of better fitting designs. Resulting architectural concepts have a higher stage of optimiza-

tion. The method in combination with a software tool for analysis and graphical demonstration 

can help to display complex structures and dependencies. The complexity is not reduced, but 

coping with it is made easier. 

The derived structures of e/e-architecture designs will be reviewed and double-checked to 

assure that the e/e-architecture fits the needs. Qualitative and quantitative criteria are for ex-

ample: sizes, platform variation, suitability for system integration, reliability, development risk 

and effort, cost. The selection and weighting of the criteria depends strongly on customer pref-

erences. In combination with different analysis and customer priorities and constraints, clusters 

can be calculated and identified.  
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Considering complete vehicles, several investigations were performed. According to an inten-

sive assessment of different approaches, the best comprise a structure consisting of a backbone 

architecture for the different domains. The domains themselves are structured hierarchically 

with centralized domain control units and intelligent sensors and actuators. The centralized, 

hierarchical architecture that is described above reduces significantly cost and complexity. It is 

a platform for geometrical and functional integration that allows for a flexible handling of 

variants and configurations. In detail: 

• Standardized, electrical and intelligent electronic components (satellite sensors and 

actuators) without customer specific algorithms and interfaces 

• Domain control units with high amount of microcontroller performance and resources 

for customer specific algorithms, interfaces and communication links 

=> Platform for geometrical and functional integration 

• Connection between domain control unit and satellites via low- or medium band 

width communication link (CAN, LIN, PAS, PSI, ...) 

• Connection between the domain control units via high speed communication link 

(FlexRay) 
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